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Environmental Health Section, Lead Poisoning Prevention and Control
Program
The Lead Poisoning Prevention and Control Program (LPPCP) operates in concert with
the Environmental Practitioner Licensure Unit in the Department of Public Health (DPH).
The major goal is to eliminate confirmed elevated blood lead levels (>10μg/dL) in
children less than 6 years of age in Connecticut by the year 2010. The underlying
objective is to protect the health and safety of the people of Connecticut and to prevent
lead poisoning and promote wellness through education and a wide range of lead
poisoning prevention activities. These activities include:
(1) monitoring environmental lead related health hazards,
(2) regulating lead hazard identification, abatement and remediation contractors and
activities, and
the practitioners who provide lead consultant and lead abatement services,
(3) providing testing and monitoring support in concert with the state laboratory,
(4) collecting and analyzing environmental health data related to lead exposure,
(5) developing lead poisoning prevention policies, laws, regulations and strategies,
(6) maintaining a statewide lead surveillance data system,
(7) providing case management, investigation oversight, and associated services for
children ages 6
months through 6 years (in support of local health departments), and
(8) providing community and professional outreach and educational services.

For More Information:
Consumer Product Safety Commission:
www.cpsc.gov
Lead Poisoning Prevention and Control Program:
www.ct.gov/dph/lead
410 Capitol Avenue
MS #51‐LED
Hartford, CT 06134
860‐509‐7299
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Date
January 8,
2009

Product

Message
CPSC Clarifies Requirements of New Federal Children’s Product Safety Laws ‐
Effective 2/10/09
Guidance Intended for Resellers of Children’s Products, Thrift and Consignment Stores
http://www.cpsc.gov/CPSCPUB/PREREL/prhtml09/09086.html
In February 2009, new requirements of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement
Act (CPSIA) take effect. Manufacturers, importers and retailers are expected to
comply with the new Congressionally‐mandated laws. Beginning February 10, 2009,
children’s products cannot be sold if they contain more than 600 parts per million
(ppm) total lead. Certain children’s products manufactured on or after February 10,
2009 cannot be sold if they contain more than 0.1% of certain specific phthalates or
if they fail to meet new mandatory standards for toys.
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Date

Product

Message

January
13, 2009

“High
Speed” Pull
Back Toy
Cars

The recalled pull back toy car is yellow with “PROWL” printed on the side, “VICTOR” printed on the
hood, and a blue and red police warning light on the top. Surface paint on the toy cars contains
excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard. Importer TDI International, of Los
Angeles, Calif.
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Date

Product

Message

January 26,
2010

Children’s
Sunglasses

The two tone sunglasses come in Spiderweb Blue and Spiderweb Red with a spider web
etched in between the eyes and “Made in China” engraved on the right‐hand side of the
frame. Surface paint on the recalled sunglasses can contain excessive levels of lead, violating
the federal lead paint standard. The two tone sunglasses come in Spiderweb Blue and
Spiderweb Red with a spider web etched in between the eyes and “Made in China” engraved
on the right‐hand side of the frame. Importer Axiom International Inc., of Billings, Mont.
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Date

Product

Message

January 27,
2009

Lip Gloss
Keychains

This recall involves lip gloss with a metal clasp keychain attached to the cap by a chain.
Markings on the lip gloss container read, “Lip Gloss,” “Brillant á lèvres,” “Fantasy Makers®”
and “from the creators of Wet n Wild.” The metal clasp attached to the keychain contains
high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health
effects. Imported by Markwins Beauty Products, of City of Industry, Calif.
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Date

Product

Message

January 27,
2009

High School
Musical
Manicure Kit

This recall involves the pouch that contains the “High School Musical” manicure kit. The 7‐1/2
inch by 4‐3/4 inch plastic see‐through pouch has a pink zipper with “High School Musical”
printed in yellow gold with glitter and “Sharpay” printed in dark red on one side. The lettering
“HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL” with glitter on the pouch used with the manicure kit contains
excess levels of lead. Lead can be toxic if ingested by young children and cause adverse health
effects.
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Date

Product

Message

January 29,
2009

Construction
Play Sets

The recall involves the 136‐piece Mega Construction Play Set (item# 911346) and includes
various construction equipment, vehicles, buildings and roads. The play sets are packaged in
a black and yellow box with the word “Builder” printed in the upper left hand corner of the
package. Surface paint on the play sets can contain lead, violating the federal lead paint
standard.
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Date

Product

Message

January
29, 2009

Skull‐And‐
Crossbones
Necklaces

This recall involves a necklace with a “skull‐and‐crossbones” symbol and a metal clasp. The
skull has eleven pieces of rhinestones on its forehead and one rhinestone on both ends of the
crossbones. The skull and metal clasp of the necklace contain high levels of lead. Lead can be
toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
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Date

Product Message

February Golfer's
10, 2009 Billiard
Games

The recalled golfer’s billiard game includes 15 golf balls (with exterior paint and design to resemble a
billiard ball) and six putting cups. The recall involves the Acuity Golfer’s Billiard Game, Style #AC302,
and the Clubhouse Golfer’s Billiard Game, Style #302. The name and style number are located on the
product’s packaging. Surface paints on the golf balls can contain excess levels of lead.
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Date

Product

Message

February
25, 2009

Fishing Games,
Rattles, Pull‐A‐
Long Cars, Mini
Pull Back Cars,
and Cartoon
Bubble Guns

The fishing games, baby rattles and pull‐a‐long cars contain small parts, which can detach and
pose a choking hazard to children. The mini pull back cars and bubble guns have surface
paints which contain excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard. The
recalled toys are described in the chart below:
Product

Information

Fishing Games

Model KK‐4296 UPC# 782468042968
Model PT‐2006 UPC# 830002020061
Model T‐8112 UPC# 704291081129
Model KK‐4461 UPC# 782468044610

6‐Piece Rattle Set

Model ET‐1293 UPC# 800323012939

6‐Piece 3” Pull Back Cars

Model KK‐4382 UPC# 78246804382

3‐Piece Rattle Set

Model ET‐1388 UPC#800323013882

Pull‐A‐Long Car

Model ET‐1041 UPC# 800323010416
Model KK‐4218 UPC# 782468042180

Battery‐Operated Cartoon Bubble Gun

Model KK‐4275 UPC# 782468042753
Model KK‐4276 UPC#782468042760

Battery‐Operated Dolphin Bubble Gun

Model OR‐2238 UPC# 868333022386
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Date

Product

Message

March 3,
2009

Children’s flip
flops

Flip flops of the Havaianas brand containing decorative paint were sold under the following
model names: Baby Estampas, Baby Pets, Kids Apple, Kids Fairy, Kids Flores, Kids Lighthouse,
Kids Monsters, Kids Surf, Baby Letrinhas, Kids Sports, Kids Candies, Kids Fun, Kids Love, Kids
Sereias, Kids Speed, Kids Lucky Bug, Kids Pets, Kids Rock, Kids Slim, Kids Wonder Woman, Kids
Small Flowers and Kids Tropical w/Kit. A photo of a representative flip flop is provided below.
Havaianas flip flops without decorative paint are not being recalled. Decorative paint on the
sole of the flip flops can contain levels of lead in excess of the federal standard.

Baby Estampas models

Kid’s Flores and Kid’s Monsters models
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Date Product Message
March DBX Glide
Boys Ice
11,
Skates
2009

The recalled youth adjustable boys ice skates are black with lime green and silver accents. “Glide” is
printed on a rubber tag on the side of the skates. “DBX” and the DBX logo are located on the ice skate’s
ankle powerstrap, tongue, and heel. Surface paint on the ice skates contains excessive levels of lead,
violating the federal lead paint standard.
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Date

Product

Message

March 12,
2009

Shakespeare
Casting Game
and Fishing Kits

The recalled Shakespeare Casting Game and Fishing Kit consists of a red and blue rod and reel
with red foam targets and hook. The label is found on the front of the reel and reads “Casting
Fun”. The label on the fishing rod contains a surface coating containing high levels of lead in
violation of the ban on lead in paint.
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Date

Product

Message

March 17,
2009

Nordstrom
Girl’s Shoes

The recall includes six styles of Nordstrom‐brand shoes for girls. “Clarice‐Fab” flats are bone
colored with a bow. “Eva‐Fab” are bone colored T‐strap sandals. “Fern‐Fab” are ankle strap
sandals sold in bone, pink, white, blue polka‐dot or pink polka‐dot. “Lilly‐Fab” are fuchsia
gingham ballerina flats with a bow. “Rita‐Fab” are ankle strap dress shoes sold in ivory linen,
pink linen, white linen, cafe satin, silver satin or white satin. “Vivi‐Fab” are open‐toe dress
shoes in bone, white, green polka‐dot, lavender polka‐dot or yellow polka‐dot. The shoes
were sold in girls’ sizes 10 through big‐kids 7. All shoes have an embossed “NORDSTROM”
printed on the insole. Only the colors identified above are subject to the recall. Surface paint
on the outer sole of these shoes contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead
paint standard.
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Date

Product

Message

March 18,
2009

Solar System
Kits and DNA
Kits

This recall involves the “Solar System” and the “DNA” children’s educational craft kits sold
under the FloraCraft and HYGLOSS brand names. The kits contain green coated wires that
measure 14 ½ inches long and Styrofoam shapes. The following model numbers are included
in this recall. The model number is located on the kit’s packaging. The surface coating on the
educational kit’s wires can contain excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint
standard.
Craft Kits

Model Number

Solar System Kit SS2003
SS101
59901
SS2003P
DNA Kit

DNA2003
59903
DNA2003P

FloraCraft Brand:

SS2003 and SS2003P

DNA2003 and
DNA2003P
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SS101

Hygloss Brand:

59901

59903
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Date

Product

Message

March
25, 2009

Children’s
Fishing Poles

This recall involves Zebco Advanced Youth Fishing Rod & Reel combo sets. The reels are painted
orange and have the words “Zebco” and “ZAVS 10” on the reel handle. Only spinning reels are
involved in this recall. The paint on the reels of these fishing poles contains excessive levels of
lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
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Date

Product

Message

April 29,
2009

Dinosaur Play
Sets

This recall involves the “Dinosaur Era 2 Hunting Dinosaur” play set. Each play set contains a
dinosaur, a helicopter, trees, a hunter, a monkey and various hunting equipment. The surface
paint on the monkey figure contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint
standard.
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Date

Product

Message

May 6,
2009

Abalone and
Venetian
Carnevale
Necklace Craft
Kits

The recall includes the children’s jewelry craft kits “Abalone Necklace” (item #67117) and
“Venetian Carnevale Necklace” (item #67118). Both kits contain components to assemble
necklaces including charms, beads, wire and clasps. The kit’s name, model number, and
“Curiosity Kits” are printed on the product’s packaging. The lobster clasps in both craft kits
contain high levels of lead. The Abalone Necklace’s pendant also contains high levels of lead.
Lead can be toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
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Date

Product

Message

July 9,
2009

DesignWare
Sport Balls

This recall involves DesignWare Sport Balls party favors. The package contains four mini sport
balls: a basketball, a football, a baseball and a soccer ball. The model number is SPBL 1821
and is printed on the packaging. The surface coating on the basketball contains excessive
levels of lead, in violation of the federal lead paint standard.
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Date

Product

Message

August 27,
2009

Force Soldier
Playsets, Pirate
Expeditions
with Parrot,
and Pirate
Expeditions
with Treasure

The Force Soldier playsets comes in a plastic bag with SKU number 70134 printed on
the header card. The soldiers (two per bag) are 5” in height and come with an
airplane, machine guns and a tropical tree. The Pirate Expeditions come in a blister
packs in two styles with the SKU number 70136 printed on the header cards. Pirate
Expedition figures are 6.5” in height and have assorted accessories including a parrot
or a treasure chest. The action figure toys have surface paints which contain excessive
levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
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Date

Product

Message

September
8, 2009

Children’s
Animal Masks
and Pendants

This recall involves a children’s animal mask and four styles of metal pendants. The
mask resembles the face of a cat. The pendants have various animated symbols
including a dog tag with fire symbol (Bleach), knife and lion symbol (Final Fantasy),
Mickey Mouse symbol (Kingdom of Hearts), and a burning sun symbol (Naruto). The
pendants were sold with silver‐colored chains. The recalled children’s animal masks and
pendants contain high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause
adverse health effects.
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Date

Product

Message

October 6,
2009

Children’s Toys,
Purses and Pen
Cases

This recall involves balancing toys in the shape of dragonflies, children’s purses in the
shape of the head of a lion, frog or bear, children’s purses with rainbow stripes,
children’s pen cases shaped like a piece of candy with stitching “cool ice cream,”
“sweet cake,” or “fad hamburger” on the front, and inflatable baseball bats with
“Home Run” printed on the side. Daiso is printed on the product’s packaging. The
surface paint on the balancing toys and zippers of the purses and pen cases contain excessive
levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint ban. The inflatable baseball bat toys contain
excessive levels of DEHP, violating the federal phthalate standard.
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Date

Product Message

November Young
Artist
5, 2009
Easels

This recall involves a children’s art easel which has a chalkboard surface on one side and a white
board surface on the other side. The item number is AA13301 and the UPC number is
082435133010 which can be found on the original packaging. The chalkboard surface coating
contains high levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
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Date

Product

Message

November
25, 2009

Children’s
Metal Pendants

This recall involves eleven types of metal pendants sold with silver‐colored chains. The
pendants feature symbols from the following animations/cartoons: “Bleach,” “Death Note,”
“Naruto” and “One Piece.” The recalled children’s pendants contain high levels of lead. Lead
is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
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Date

Product Message

December Super Rigs
Play Sets
10, 2009

This recall involves “Super Rig Transport” toy truck with trailer and vehicles. The truck and
trailer are multi‐colored, holding two vehicles and two action figures. “Super Rigs Play Set” is
labeled on the outside of the packaging. The box back has a bar code square with Item No.
67007, Made in China and Bar Code 6‐98567‐67007‐3. The bottom of the trailer has an
engraved code 45TNGO9. The toy truck’s surface coating contains high levels of lead,
violating the federal lead paint standard.
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Date

Product

December
16, 2009

Classic
Scuffproof
Boots

Message
This recall involves children’s Timberland 6” Classic Scuffproof boots. The boots are wheat‐
colored leather and were sold in toddler size 4 through junior size 7. Model and
manufacturer/date code numbers included in this recall are listed below. The model and
manufacturer date code numbers are printed below the size on a white tag inside the boots.
The logo stamped onto the children’s boot’s insoles contains excessive levels of lead,
violating the federal lead paint standard.
Model Numbers Manufacturer/Date Codes
34772
34872
34972

6456
6556
6656
6756
6856
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Date

Product

Message

December
30, 2009

Wooden Skill
Ball Toys

This recall involves Oozora and Shin‐Fuji Kendama Japanese wooden skill toys. The toys have
a ball connected by a string to a handle with three cups and spike on top. A Japanese
Kendama Association sticker is affixed to the toy. The red and green balls on the Oozora and
only the red balls on the Shin Fuji are included in the recall. The surface paint coating on the
ball contains excessive levels of lead, violating the federal lead paint standard.
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